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SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX AND 22% SERVICE CHARGE. OFFER CANNOT BE

COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OR PROMOTION. VALID THROUGH JANUARY 31, 2020.

WELLNESS DETOX BODY WRAP                                                            (80-MINUTES)   $185
This luxurious service is great for detoxification, skin purification, and cellulite support. This treatment begins with a Dead Sea

Salt body scrub to open your pores, enabling your skin to be open to the wrap’s healing properties. The detoxifying cellulite

support and seaweed masks are then applied to your skin to help toxins come out while you are wrapped in a warm cocoon

and you will receive a scalp massage. Your treatment is finished with a detoxifying body oil application.

 

TRANQUILITY PRO-SLEEP TREATMENT                                              (50-MINUTES)   $130

Inspired by the Indonesian Sea Malay Massage, this exceptional ritual acts in synergy with our Tranquillity™ Sound and

Essential Oil Blend to effectively induce a state of deep rest. Ideal as jet lag recovery.

 

HYDRAMEMORY FACIAL                                                                            (50-MINUTES)   $119
The ultimate treatment for deep hydration and radiance, ideal for skin stressed by central heating and air-conditioning. The

HydraBrush Massage transports the precious Moringa Oil and the Hyaluronic Acid biomimetic fragments deep into the skin.

 

FIVE STAR TREATMENT                                                                               (50-MINUTES)   $129

Our mind creates our direction, our hands move our environment, and our feet carry us to our desired destination. Centered

around the focus of healing, this 5-point treatment to the scalp, hands, and feet nourishes and replenishes using herbal salts

and medicated oils with a Tisrah balancing bowl and Marma therapy to bring ojas or life sap to our being.

 

FIRE, ICE & SALT                                                                                            (30-MINUTES)   $149
Reboot, Rejuvenate and Detoxify with 3 Minutes of Whole Body Cryotherapy followed by 20 Minutes in the Infrared Sauna

with Halo Salt. Complete the treatment with a 6 Minute Cryo facial. This rejuvenation escape boosts collagen, improves

immune system, detoxifies the body, and refreshes the face.

 

ACUPUNCTURE DETOX                                                                             (30-MINUTES)   $139
Acupuncture is an effective styles to treat pain, emotional difficulties, headaches, digestive issues and other symptoms. This

30-Minute treatment is used to help correct toxic overload and hormonal imbalance, and can be done with or without

needles.

 

NEW YEAR - NEW YOU                                        (20-40 MINUTES) $299 | 5 PACK - $1450  

CRYO ONE SLIMMING & BODY CONTOURING
Arrivederci cellulite! Selene by CRYO ONE slims you down in record time. Say goodbye to unwanted fat and cellulite with

this favored European treatment. The proven science that destroys fat cells making you look and feel younger. Best 

 experience ever with this relaxing treatment.
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